Lymphoblastic lymphoma in childhood and adolescence.
Lymphoblastic lymphoma (LBL) are thought to derive from immature precursor T-cells or B-cells. LBL are the second most common subtype of Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) in children and adolescents. LBL are closely related to acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), the most common type of cancer in children. Using ALL-type treatment regimen to treat children with LBL was an important development in the treatment of LBL. During the last decades, several systematic clinical trials contributed to the controlled optimization of treatment. Today event-free survival (EFS) can be achieved for 75-90% of patients. However, acute and long-term toxicity, the lack of prognostic parameters and the poor outcome for patients who suffer from refractory or relapsed LBL remain highly relevant subjects for improvement. To date, the pathogenesis of LBL is poorly understood. Learning more about the biology and pathogenesis of LBL might pave the way for targeted treatment to improve survival especially in relapsed and refractory patients.